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Grades K–12

Excite  
and engage 

w ith  h an ds- o n  to o ls 
th at  m ake  m ath  f un

Look inside for assessment  
and acceleration solutions  

to kick-start learning
1.800.558.9595 

NascoEducation.com

“Nasco Education’s flexible math manipulatives 
help keep my students engaged and deepen their 

understanding of the concepts.”  
– Lola Blaser, Math Teacher, St. Joseph’s School

http://NascoEducation.com


Whether in-class, at-home, or hybrid — last year’s math 
classes resulted in gains for some and gaps for others. 
The key to helping students get back on track and boost 
achievement will be finding ways to spark interest and build 
excitement for math. 

With real-time assessment, differentiated assignments, 
and PD workshops, you’ll be able to quickly identify and 
address each student’s needs. Learn more on p. 31

Save prep time with tried-and-true manipulatives 
that are already assembled and give students the 
flexibility to learn anywhere. Each kit includes lesson 
guidance for teachers or parents and outlines at 
least 60 activities. Everything is in one bag, so kits 
are easy to move between learning environments 
and a great fit for after-school programs, too.

Intermediate Individual Learning Math Kit  
Gr. 7–9  Students will be able to answer questions such as: What sum of three 
consecutive numbers in 63? How many rectangular prism structures can you 
make that have a height of 4 and a perimeter of 24 on the base? What type of 
triangle is this? Kit includes algebra tiles, pentominoes, tangrams, base 10 set, 
color tiles, two-color counters, linking cubes set, deci rods, protractor, geometric 
solids set, XY dry-erase board, dry-erase marker, and dice (dot, numbered, 
fraction, and math symbol).  
NE30018T211 — $29.95

Primary Individual Learning Math Kit  
Gr. 1–3  Students will be able to answer questions such as: What coin has the 
lowest value? What are all the different 2 number combinations to make 10, 20, 
25? What 3D figures did you use to build your tower? Kit includes coins and bills 
set, base 10 set and mat, ten frame and counters, geometric solids set, Venn 
Diagram mat, deci rods, tangrams, wood pattern blocks, hundreds board, two-
color counters, color tiles, linking cubes, dice (dot, numbered, and math symbol). 
NE30016T211 — $29.95

Early Years Individual Learning Math Kit  
Gr. PreK–K  Students will be able to answer questions such as: Can you make 
a tile train that is longer than 5 tiles, but shorter than 9 tiles? Can you make this 
pattern? Can you make a square out of the blue rods? Kit includes color tiles, 
Rekenrek, wood pattern blocks, coin set, number line, linking cubes, geometric 
solids, ten frame with counters, hundreds board, deci rods, pentominoes set, 
and dice (dot and numbered). 
NE30015T211 — $29.95

Junior Individual Learning Math Kit  
Gr. 4–6  Students will be able to answer questions such as: Which has larger 
volume? Is there always more than one way to model a fraction? Using 24 tiles, 
how many rectangles can you make? Kit includes coins and bill set, base 10 set, 
geometric solids, Venn Diagram mat, deci rods, tangrams, protractor, wood 
pattern blocks, two-color counters, color tiles, linking cubes, and dice (dot, 
numbered, and math symbol).  
NE30017T211 — $29.95

Individual Student Dry Erase Board Kit
Gr. K+  Low-tech solution for high-tech 
learning. Give each student one of these 
dry erase board kits for use at home  
during distance learning or in the 
classroom. Perfect for working out a 
math problem or recording an answer to 
show to the teacher via an online class. 
Kit includes 9" x 12" dry erase board, 
black dry erase marker, mini eraser, and 
zippered plastic bag.
NE30026T211 — $3.95

Edit copy for HS curriculum if 
needed

© 2021 by Nasco Education. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is prohibited. 

1.800.558.9595
Monday – Friday 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST
We value you and are here to help 
find the solutions you need.

ORDERING
INFORMATION

CUSTOMER 
CARE orders@NascoEducation.com

1.800.372.1236

NascoEducation.com
EMAIL

FAX

ONLINE 

This icon indicates that 
additional freight charges may 
apply. Call Customer Care for  
more information.

901 Janesville Ave.
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538

ADDRESS Choking Hazard Label Information 
CHOKING HAZARD (1) • WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —  
Small Parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
CHOKING HAZARD (2) • WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — 
Children under 8 yrs. can choke or suffocate on uninflated or broken 
balloons. Adult supervision required. Keep uninflated balloons from 
children. Discard broken balloons at once.

CHOKING HAZARD (3) • WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —  
This toy is a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.
CHOKING HAZARD (4) • WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — 
Toy contains a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.
CHOKING HAZARD (5) • WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — 
This toy is a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.
CHOKING HAZARD (6) • WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — 
Toy contains a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.

NASCO EDUCATION PRICE CHANGE POLICY  Due to unforeseen cost increases or operational changes, we reserve the right to change published catalog prices or 
our shipping policy without notice. Refer to our website for the most current pricing. Some products may be excluded from further discount. Please contact us for a quote.

Don’t miss these top teaching tools for all ages

Meet students where they’re at  
w ith  m ath  to o ls  yo u  can  co unt  o n

NE30016T211

INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM FOR MATH

Grades 1–10

Grades K–6

Grades 4–12

Grades 1–12

Grades 8–12

Unfix® Cubes
Build learners’ foundational understanding of patterns, place value, number 
recognition, computation skills, and more with easily manipulated models 
that can be integrated into a multitude of math activities. p. 7

Fraction Tiles
Colorful tiles provide a visual aid to help students compare and understand 
fraction relationships. With 30 trays of tiles per package, each student can 
work with their own set to keep germs at bay. p. 10

Geo Stix Class Set
Hands-on manipulatives help make geometry concepts come alive. With 
800 Geo Stix and 20 protractors, students will be able to build angles and 
polygons, calculate area, find center points, and more. p. 22

Nasco Complete Algebra Tiles™ Classroom Kit
Use the overhead projection tiles and instruction booklet to teach algebra 
concepts, and have students follow along and practice with their individual 
sets of algebra tiles. p. 26

Give each kid their own supplies
w ith  t im e-sa v ing,  p re- assembled  k i ts

It all starts with understanding student learning gaps. 

Look for this icon throughout 
these pages to find more  
no-share kits and supplies.

See SumBlox Sets on p. 9

2 3

We can help you find the perfect solutions at the right price, so you can  
continue to support your students’ academic and social-emotional needs.

Call 1.800.558.9595 or email custserv@NascoEducation.com.

Need help optimizing your relief funding?

https://www.enasco.com/p/NE30018T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/NE30016T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/NE30015T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/NE30017T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/NE30026T211
mailto:orders@NascoEducation.com
http://NascoEducation.com
https://www.enasco.com/p/NE30016T211
mailto:custserv@NascoEducation.com
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Each kit on these 
pages comes with 
lesson plans and 
ideas so that you 
and your students 
can start learning 
right out of the box! 

Nasco Rekenrek  
Classroom Kit – Plastic Frames
Gr. PreK+  Demonstrate early 
math concepts and let students 
practice along with you as you 
demonstrate to the entire class. 
Includes 30 student Rekenreks up 
to 20 and 1 teacher demonstra-
tion counting frame with write-on/
wipe-off panel.• CHOKING HAZARD 
(1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB26258T211 — $93.95

Two-Color Counters 
Unlike traditional one-color plastic counters, these thicker counters provide 
a rich variety of counting activities tied to important notions of probability. 
Ideal for the basic operations as well as for probability and estimation. One 
red side and one yellow side. 1" dia. Includes 1,000 two-color counters  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB22328T211 — $24.50

UNIFIX® Cubes – Bulk Set of 3,000
Gr. PreK-6  Offer concrete representation of abstract number concepts 
with easy-to-manipulate, interlocking cubes and support materials. Perfect 
for learning about patterns, numeration, operations, place value, and early 
fractions. Materials can be structured to the student’s activity needs or used 
for open-ended activities. Cubes are 3/4" square. Includes 300 each of the 10 
available colors in a heavy-duty plastic storage container. • CHOKING HAZARD 
(1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB21918T211 — $245.95

Nasco Plastic Pattern Blocks
Set of 2,000 blocks (1/2 cm thick), teacher’s guide, and plastic storage con-
tainer. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.  
TB21920T211 — $76.95

Common Core State Standards
CCSS.Math.Content.3.OA.C.7 — Fluently multiply and divide within 
100, using strategies such as the relationship between multiplication and 
division (e.g., knowing that 8 x 5 = 40, one knows that 40 ÷ 5 = 8) 
or properties of operations. By the end of Grade 3, know from memory all 
products of two one-digit numbers.

CCSS.Math.Content.4.OA.B.4 — Find all factor pairs for a whole 
number in the range 1-100. Recognize that a whole number is a multiple 
of each of its factors. Determine whether a given whole number in 
the range 1-100 is a multiple of a given one-digit number. Determine 
whether a given whole number in the range 1-100 is prime or composite.

Students will be able to …
• Differentiate between prime and composite numbers.
• Construct a variety of arrays for a given number.
• List the factors of a given number.
• Sort numbers according to their factors.

Objectives

• Plastic Square Color Tiles (Cat. No. TB21925) or Foam Square 
Color Tiles (TB21926)

• Anchor chart that includes defi nition of factor, product, prime 
number, and composite number

• Worksheet and answer key (attached with lesson plan download)

60-75 minutes
Time

Use a concrete model to create arrays that explicitly teach students the 
factors of given multiples. In using this model, the teacher can explicitly 
explain the difference between prime and composite numbers.

Content

Materials

Developed with Kristin Ulrich
Grades 3-5

Put students in pairs for this activity. It is recommended that your group-
ings are heterogenous. Each group needs at least 50 color tiles. The color 
of each tile does not matter. Each student should also have their own 
worksheet.

Teacher Notes

LESSON 
PLAN mathworks

Volume 16USING COLOR TILES TO TEACH 
FACTORS & SQUARES

Complete Set of Fraction 
Tiles with Trays 
Gr. 4+  Teach fraction 
comparisons with fraction 
tiles. 30 pkgs. of 51 tiles 
with trays that read 1, 1/2, 1/3, 
1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, and 1/12.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.
TB21928T211 — $194.50

Nasco Geo Stix  
Class Set
Gr. K-8 Explore plane 
geometry with these 
hands-on manipula-
tives. Class set includes 
10 individual sets and a 
storage container. Each 
set includes 80 Geo Stix 
(8 each of red, brown, 
blue, and yellow; 12 each 
of dark green, purple, 
orange, and light green) 
and 2 protractors.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.
TB26482T211 — $65.95

X-Y Coordinate  
Geoboard Set
91/2" x 91/2" boards with 15 x 
15 grid have sliding axes for 
illustrating numbers from -14 
to 14 on both x- and y-axes. 
Model points, line segments, 
functions, and conic sections 
with pegs and rubber bands. 
30 x-y coordinate geoboards 
and 2 bags of geobands  
(250 geobands per bag) in 
storage container. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB25306T211 — $139.95

Nasco Complete  
Algebra Tiles™  
Classroom Kit
Gr. 8+  30 Algebra 
Tiles™ student sets (each 
set includes a 35-piece, 
two-color set of Algebra 
Tiles™), 70-piece transpar-
ent set of Algebra Tiles™, 
instructional booklet, and 
plastic storage tub. For up 
to 30 students. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB17249T211 — $79.95

Math Number Balance 
Classroom Kit
Gr. 1+  Demonstrates num-
ber relationships in a con-
crete, easily understood way.
Math Balance (TB14366), 
30 Mini Number Balances 
(TB24474), and Working 
With The Math Balance book 
(TB25817). • CHOKING HAZ-
ARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB26381T211 — $124.95 

Bulk Plastic Square Color Tiles
Flat, rectangular shape for building vertical, horizontal, or rectangular pat-
terns. Set of 2,000 color tiles (1" each) in plastic storage container with 
teacher’s guide. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB21925T211 — $70.85

Bulk  
Pentominoes Pack
Gr. 1-8  Encourage 
logical thinking and 
problem-solving 
skills. 30 pentomino 
sets in 6 colors with 
teacher’s guide in 
storage tub.  
• CHOKING HAZARD 
(1). Not for under 3 yrs.  
TB22319T211 — $52.95

Spend less time prepping  
with open-and-go kits

Nasco Place Value Disc  
Complete Classroom Set –  
10-Value Set
Gr. 1-6  Magnetic foam demonstration 
discs (2" dia.) are color-coded accord-
ing to place value. Corresponding 
student sets (1" dia.) allow students 
to visually track what happens when 
they regroup numbers in both addi-
tion and subtraction. Instructions 
included. Represented values: 0.001, 
0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000, 
100,000, and 1,000,000. Includes 
200 magnetic demonstration discs 
(20 of each value) and 3,000 student 
discs (300 of each value). • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB27029T211 — $173.95

http://NascoEducation.com
http://NascoEducation.com
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB26258T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB22328T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB21918T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB21920T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB21928T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB26482T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB25306T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB17249T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB14366
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB24474
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB25817
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB26381T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB21925T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB22319T211
https://www.enasco.com/p/TB27029T211
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E. Unifix® Cubes Set
Gr. PreK-6  Materials can be structured to the 
student’s activity needs or can be used for open-
ended activities. 3/4" cubes come in 10 distinctive 
colors. Set of 3,000 cubes (300 each of 10 colors) 
in a plastic storage container. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.
TB21918T211 — $245.95

B. Nasco Plastic Pattern Blocks
Set of 2,000 blocks (1/2 cm thick), teacher’s guide, 
and plastic storage container. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.  
TB21920T211 — $76.95

C. Plastic Tangram Bucket Set
Makes 4" squares. Includes 36 sets of 7 pieces (total 
of 252 pieces) in 4 colors. 
TB15191T211 — $18.95

A. Plastic Square Color Tiles
Set of 2,000 color tiles (1" each) in 4 colors in a plastic 
storage container with teacher’s guide. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB21925T211 — $70.85

D. Nasco Complete Algebra Tiles™ Classroom Kit
Gr. 8+  Includes 30 Student Sets (each set includes 
a 35-piece, two-color set of Algebra Tiles™), a 
70-piece transparent set of Algebra Tiles™, and 
instructional booklet, all in plastic storage tub. 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB17249T211 — $79.95

F. Nasco Fraction Circles Group Set 
Hands-on manipulatives help illustrate basic frac-
tion concepts. Includes 10 plastic fraction circles 
sets. Each set includes 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, and 
1/12), 1 transparent fraction circle set, and an instruc-
tional guide. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB16622T211 — $49.65

B

E F

C D

A

G

G. Bucket of Dice
Red, green, and white dice for all kinds of board 
games and probability activities. Bucket of 144 dice; 
5/8" square. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB15671T211 — $19.95 

Bear Counters
Gr. PreK+  Weighted bears for a variety of counting and sorting activities.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

4 g Backpack Bears. 25 each in 4 colors. 100 total.  
TB24100T211 — $7.95
4, 8, and 12 g Backpack Bears. 24 each of 8 g and 12 g. 48 each of 4 g.  
6 colors. 96 total in a storage jar. 
TB23852T211 — $12.95

Color Chain Links
Gr. PreK-4  Promote hands-on discoveries in patterning, sorting, mea-
surement, set theory, and number concepts. Easy to join and separate. 
Plastic. 15/8" x 3/4". Pkgs. of 1,000. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB14538T211  4 Colors (Red, Yellow, Blue, and Green)
TB16939T211  6 Colors (Red, Yellow, Blue, Green, Orange, and Purple)
Pkg. — $21.95

TB14538T211

TB21918T211

Cuisenaire®  
Plastic Rods 
Classroom Pack
Give students visual 
confirmation of their 
hands-on investiga-
tions of math concepts. 
Pack of 30 student 
sets. Includes 2,220 
plastic rods with stor-
age container and 5 
activity guides.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.  
TB22326T211 — $299.95

Two-Color Counters
Thicker than traditional 
one-color plastic counters. 
One side is red and the other 
is yellow. 1" dia. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Pkg. of 1,000. 
TB22328T211 — $24.50

Pkg. of 2,000. 
TB23715T211 — $47.95

Pkg. of 200.
TB14927T211 — $5.95

TB24100T211

TB23852T211

Unifix® Cubes
Gr. PreK-6  Offer concrete representation of abstract number concepts with easy-to-manipulate,  
interlocking cubes and support materials. Perfect for learning about patterns, numeration, operations,  
place value, and early fractions. Materials can be structured to the student’s activity needs or used for  
open-ended activities. 3/4" cubes come in 10 colors. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Pack of 100 Cubes.  
10 each of 10 colors.
TB11548T211 — $13.99  
 

Box of 500 Cubes.  
50 each of 10 colors.
TB11550T211 — $61.99 
 

Box of 1,000 Cubes.  
100 each of 10 colors.
TB11561T211 — $114.99 
 

Bulk Set of 3,000 Cubes. 
300 each of 10 colors in a 
plastic storage container.
TB21918T211 — $245.95

Actual size

http://NascoEducation.com
http://NascoEducation.com
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Tools you can use in countless ways
Help students understand and visualize our base ten numbering system with these timeless 
and easy-to-implement tools. Make these manipulatives your go-to for everything — from 

counting to patterning to building a base for more advanced math functions.

What is Rekenrek?

Number Line Set
Markings indicate odd and even numbers, as well as 5s and 10s for skip 
counting. Set of 36 cards (19" x 33/4") with numbers from -35 to 180.
TB19975T211 — $9.95

Giant Magnetic Ten Frame Set
Gr. K+  Demonstrate ten frame concepts on the 
whiteboard. Includes 4 magnetic ten frames  
(13" x 61/2") and 40 counters (20 red, 20 blue).  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB25547T211 — $19.95

Rekenrek translated means “arithmetic rack.” The Rekenrek 
was developed by Adrian Treffers, a mathematics 
curriculum researcher at the Freudenthal Institute in 
Holland, to support the natural development of number 
sense in children. Students can use the Rekenrek to develop 
computation skills or solve contextual problems by finding 
and using patterns and relationships. The Rekenrek looks 
similar to an abacus; however, it is not based on place value 
columns like an abacus. Each row consists of 10 beads, a 
set of five red beads and a set of five white beads. Similar 
to the ten frames, this visual tool allows students to see the 
quantities of five as a whole and to develop strategies to 
solve equations like 5 + 3, 10 + 2, etc.

Individual Student Bead Strings
Ideal for learning how to count 
and to think of numbers as 
groups of 5s and 10s.
Bead String Up to 20. 
Includes 20 small 
beads in red and white 
on an 18"L string. Color change 
after 5 beads. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 years.
TB22813T211 — $1.50     10+  $1.38
Bead String Up to 100. Includes 100 plastic beads in red and white on a 
28"L string. Color change after 10 beads. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for 
under 3 years.
TB22811T211 — $4.95

TB22811T211

Nasco Rekenrek 
Classroom Kits
Gr. PreK+  Dem-
onstrate early math 
concepts and let 
students practice 
along with you 
as you demonstrate to the entire class. Includes 30 student Rekenreks up to 20 and 1 
teacher demonstration counting frame with write-on/wipe-off panel. • CHOKING HAZARD 
(1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB26258T211  With plastic frames — $93.95 TB25686T211  With wood frames — $135.95
Nasco Rekenrek with Blocker Classroom Kit. Includes 30 student Rekenreks up to 20 with 
write-on/wipe-off panel and 1 teacher demonstration counting frame with write-on/
wipe-off panel. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB25764T211 — $186.95
Rekenrek Demonstration Counting Frame. Includes 20 beads in red and white. Color 
changes after 5 beads. Write-on/write-off panel can also be used as a screen to “hide” 
beads. 36"L x 6"W. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB22820T211 — $23.95

Ten-Bar Teacher Demonstration  
Rekenrek with Color Change
Useful for demonstrating addition/subtraction. 100 beads 
in red and white. Upper 5 bars have 5 red beads on the left 
and 5 white beads on the right. Lower 5 bars have 5 white 
beads on the left and 5 red beads on the right. Color change 
visually indicates 100 consists of 2 times 50. 6" x 20".  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB22815T211 — $24.95

Individual Student Rekenreks Up to 20. Great for visualizing groups of 5 
and 10. Beads in red and white. Color change after 5 beads. 2 rails for up 
to 20. 93/4" x 23/4".
TB26259T211  With plastic frame — $2.95
TB22807T211  With wood frame. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. — $3.95

SumBlox Sets
Gr. PreK-5  Allows visualization of the value of numbers through height. Makes 
elementary math concepts easier to understand and remember. Lessons and 
activities teach through games. Solid wood stacking number blocks 
SumBlox Set. 43 hardwood blocks and activity card.
TB27399T211 — $119.99
SumBlox Educational Set. 100 hardwood blocks and 4 lesson books.
TB27419T211 — $299.99

38-Piece Mini Set. Includes a deck of early childhood activity  
cards and a solid wood box for storage.
NE30109T211 — $42.95
80-Piece Mini Set. Includes a deck of early childhood activity cards and  
a solid wood box for storage.
NE30110T211 — $79.95

NE30109T211

TB26259T211

Hundreds Pocket Chart
26" x 271/2" nylon chart with 100 clear plastic 2" pockets. Includes numbers 
from 0-100 in both red and black numbers; operation signs; and the multiples 
of 2, 3, and 5 to 100. Riveted at top for hanging.
TB15228T211 — $13.95

Student Number Lines 
Gr. K-3  Hands-on tool with write-on/wipe-away surface is color-coded to make it easy to recognize 
odd and even numbers. Features numbers 0-30. Includes 30 number lines (22" x 11/2").
TB23754T211 — $8.95

Magnetic Ten Frame  
Answer Boards
Gr. K+  Place magnetic counters 
on boards, then raise boards 
to show answers. Magnetic, 
write-and-wipe boards feature 
a 10-square frame on one side, 
and two 10-square frames on the 
other. Includes 4 boards  
(7"L x 61/4"H); 100 double-sided, 
foam magnet counters (red and 
yellow); and activity guide.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for  
under 3 yrs. 
EL10680T211 — $29.95

Dowling Magnets 10 Frames  
Magnet Math Set
Gr. K+  Magnetic, dry-erasable 
frames are ideal for demonstrating 
base ten and operation concepts 
on whiteboards. Includes two large 
demo frames (15"W x 63/16"H), 4 
small frames, and 60 magnetic 
two-color counters.
EL15825T211 — $19.95
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Blank Fraction Tiles
Great for testing students in 
fraction, decimal, and percent 
comparisons. Opaque tiles. 
Includes equivalent sizes of 1, 
1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, and 1/12. 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for 
under 3 yrs.

Complete Set of Blank Fraction 
Tiles. 30 packages of blank 
fraction tiles above in storage 
container.
TB26694T211   
With Tray — $182.95
TB26693T211   
Without Tray — $112.95

Connecting Cuisenaire® Plastic Rods 
Introductory Multi-Pack Set
Rods snap together and show unit line 
increments. 6 sets of 74 connecting 
rods, 6 trays with lids, and guide.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB20709T211 — $69.95

Cuisenaire® Rods
Give students visual  
confirmation of  
their hands-on  
investigations of math  
concepts. • CHOKING  
HAZARD (1). Not for  
under 3 yrs. 

Bucket of Plastic Rods. Total of  
155 rods.
TB12533T211 — $24.95
Plastic Rods. 6 trays (444 total)  
with teacher’s guide.
TB11524T211 — $69.95
Bulk Plastic Rods. 2,220 plastic  
rods with storage container.
TB22326T211 — $299.95
Cuisenaire® Plastic Rods Introductory Set.  
74 plastic rods and activity guide.
TB11523T211 — $13.95
Cuisenaire® Rods Classroom Set. 15 packs of 74 plastic rods in a 16-qt. translucent 
container with lid.
TB27598T211 — $105.95
Wooden Rods. 6 trays of Cuisenaire® rods (444 total) with teacher’s guide.
TB17140T211 — $89.95
Bulk Wooden Rods. 2,220 wooden rods with storage container.
TB22327T211 — $349.95

TB17140T211

Individual Fraction Circles. Plastic fraction circle pieces make up a  
31/2" circle. Each fraction gradation has its own distinct color. Reusable 
packaging. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB16618T211 — $4.30

Cuisenaire® Rods
Classic hands-on manipulatives 
for exploring basic operations 
and fractions. Rods come in 
various lengths that can be 
assigned different numeric  
values or units of measure.

Magnetic

Magnetic Foam Fraction Tiles & Circles
Gr. 3+  Understand and compare fractions using fraction tiles and 
circles. Foam pieces are 3/16" (5 mm thick). Each set has 51 pieces.  
Pieces read 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, and 1/12. 
Demo Tiles Set. 16" x 2".
TB26299T211 — $14.95
Student Tiles Set. 8" x 1". • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB26301T211 — $3.95
Demo Circles Set. 8" dia. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.  
TB26303T211 — $26.95

Magnetic Fraction, 
Decimal, and Percent 
Tiles and Circles Sets
Gr. 2-5  Place on any 
magnetic surface to 
visually show fractions, 
decimals, and percents. 
Thick foam pieces are 
easy to handle. Circular 
pieces show how frac-
tions, decimals, and 
percents are part of 
a whole. Rectangular 
pieces show how frac-
tions, decimals, and 
percents can describe part of a length. Sets are color-coded so they can 
be used to show equivalencies. Full circle is 5" dia. Full rectangular piece is 
8"L. Sets of 106. 
TB22847T211  Fractions TB25430T211  Decimals
Set — $19.95

Foam

Connecting Mini Fraction Tiles
Easily link tiles together to show equivalent fractions. Longest 
tile is 6"L. Sets of 51. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB27555T211  Blank — $3.95 
TB27556T211  Printed — $4.55

TB27555T211

TB27556T211

Fraction Tiles. Packages of 51.
TB15811T211  With Tray — $7.80 
TB20193T211  Without Tray — $4.95

Complete Set of Fraction Tiles.  
30 packages of fraction tiles below.
TB21928T211  With Tray — $194.50  TB21927T211  Without Tray — $147.95

Magnetic Fraction Strips. Gr. 3+   
Package of 51 tiles and plastic tray. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for  
under 3 yrs. 
TB24471T211 — $12.95

Fraction Tiles 
Gr. 4+  Teach fraction comparisons with fraction tiles. Includes tiles: 
1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, and 1/12. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Blank Fraction Tiles. Packages of 51.
TB26732T211  With Tray — $6.45
TB26733T211  Without Tray — $3.95

Nasco Fraction Circles  
& Squares Set
Essential for teaching  
equivalence and other fraction 
concepts. Includes 18 plastic  
fraction circle sets, 1 set of  
transparent fraction circles,  
18 plastic fraction square sets, 1 set of transparent fraction squares, instructional 
guide, and plastic storage container. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB16624T211 — $152.95
Fraction Circles Group Set. Includes 100 plastic fraction circle sets, 1 set of transparent 
fraction circles, instructional guide, and plastic storage container. • CHOKING HAZARD 
(1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB16622T211 — $49.65
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LESSON PLAN
mathworks

For additional FREE lesson plans, go to NascoEducation.com/lessonplans

Volume 22

COMPARING & ORDERING DECIMALS

Common Core State StandardsCCSS.Math.Content.4.NBT.A.2 — Read and write multi-digit whole 

numbers using Base-ten numerals, number names, and expanded 

form. Compare two multi-digit numbers based on meanings of the 

digits in each place, using >, =, and < symbols to record the results of 

comparisons.
CCSS.Math.Content.5.NBT.A.3 — Read, write, and compare decimals 

to thousandths.
CCSS.Math.Content.5.NBT.A.3.B — Compare two decimals to thou-

sandths based on meanings of the digits in each place, using >, =, and < 

symbols to record the results of comparisons.

Students will be able to…• Investigate different values for Base 10 blocks
• Create decimal numbers using Base 10 blocks
• Compare and order decimals using Base 10 blocks

• Justify why given decimals are greater than, less than, or equal to other 

given decimals

Objectives

• Nasco’s Super Classroom Base 10 Set (Cat. No. TB17959 or 

TB27026; individual Base 10 components are also  available from 

NascoEducation.com)• Note cards or sticky notes with a decimal point
• Worksheet and answer key (included with lesson plan download)

60-75 minutes. (The lesson can easily be broken up into a two-day 

lesson. Day 1 would focus on creating decimal numbers using Base 10 

blocks. Day 2 would focus on comparing and ordering those numbers.)

Time

Use Base 10 blocks to teach students the basics of comparing and order-

ing decimals to the thousandths place. This lesson will give them a clear, 

concrete picture of what a decimal number actually looks like. Students 

will grasp the concept that a number such as 1.3 is greater than 1.29, even 

though there are more digits in the second number. The concept can 

be challenging for students to comprehend without the use of concrete 

manipulatives, such as Base 10 blocks.In this lesson, you will use the decimeter cube (thousands cube) to repre-

sent one, the hundreds flat to represent tenths, the tens rod to represent 

hundredths, and the ones unit to represent thousandths.

Content

Materials

Developed with Kristin HotterGrades 4-6

CCSS.Math.Content.4.NBT.B.5 — Multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a 1-digit whole number, and multiply two 2-digit numbers, using strategies based on place 

value and the properties of operations. Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular arrays, and/or area models.

CCSS.Math.Content.5.NBT.A.1 — Recognize that in a multi-digit number, a digit in one place represents 10 times as much as it 

represents in the place to its right and 1⁄10 of what it represents in the place to its left.

Students will be able to…

• Apply their knowledge of place value to solving multi-digit 

 multiplication problems.

• Solve multi-digit multiplication problems using a new method.

• Examine each numerical value within a given multi-digit 

 multiplication problem.

• Bingo Templates (not included)

• Sensational Math™ Place Value Discs 10-Value Student Set 

 (Cat. No. TB24433)

• Worksheet and answer key (attached with lesson plan download)

45-60 minutes.Time

Use place value discs to break down multi-digit 

multiplication problems into each of its given 

parts. In doing this, students will gain a more 

fi rm understanding of not just multiplication, 

but expanded form as well. Utilizing this method 

will give students another tool and method for 

solving more complex problems.

Content

Developed by Kristin Hotter

Grades 3-5

LESSON 
PLAN

mathworks

Volume 19

USING PLACE VALUE DISCS 

TO TEACH MULTI-DIGIT MULTIPLICATION

For additional FREE lesson plans, go to NascoEducation.com/lessonplans

Materials

Objectives

Common Core State Standards

Nasco Place Value Disc Complete Classroom Sets
Magnetic foam demonstration discs (2" dia.) are color-coded according to place 
value. Corresponding student sets (1" dia.) allow students to visually track what 
happens when they regroup numbers in both addition and subtraction. Instructions 
included. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

4-Value Set. Gr. 1-4  Represented values: 1, 10, 100, and 1,000. Includes 80 magnetic 
demonstration discs (20 of each value) and 1,200 student discs (300 of each value).
TB27027T211 — $89.95
7-Value Set. Gr. 1-6  Represented values: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, and 1,000. 
Includes 140 magnetic demonstration discs (20 of each value) and 2,100 student discs 
(300 of each value).
TB27028T211 — $132.95
10-Value Set. Gr. 1-6  Represented values: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000, 
100,000, and 1,000,000. Includes 200 magnetic demonstration discs (20 of each 
value) and 3,000 student discs (300 of each value).
TB27029T211 — $173.95

Nasco Place Value to Millions/Decimal Tabletop Flip Charts
Hands-on method of teaching place value of large numbers and decimals. Flip 
card sets range from 0-9 and are color-coded according to value. Values are 
clearly written on chart. One side has place value up to millions. The other side 
has decimals from thousandths up to thousands.
TB25012T211  Demo Flip Chart. 231⁄2"L x 8"W. — $21.95
TB25013T211  Student Flip Chart. Set of 10. 113⁄4"L x 31⁄2"W. — $39.95

TB20883T211

TB26858T211

TB26722T211

TB24432T211

TB24433T211

Place Value Discs
Allows students to visually track what happens when they regroup num-
bers in both addition and subtraction. Color-coded according to place 
value. 1" dia. foam discs are easy to manipulate. Instructions included. 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 

4-Value Small Group Set. Gr. 1-4  Includes 600 discs (200 ones, 200 
tens, 100 hundreds, and 100 thousands). For 10 students or groups. 
TB26176T211 — $38.95
4-Value Classroom Set. Gr. 1-4  Includes 1,500 discs (500 ones, 500 
tens, 300 hundreds, and 200 thousands). For 30 students or groups. 
TB26177T211 — $89.95
Decimal to Whole Number Set. Gr. 3-6  Includes 100 discs (25 for each of  
4 values: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1) in a zipper closure storage bag.
TB26722T211 — $6.95

Double-Sided Place  
Value Dry-Erase Board
One side has a printed num-
ber line (−20 to +20), lined 
columns for whole numbers 
(ones through billions), and 
lined columns for whole num-
ber and decimal fractions (mil-
lionths through thousands). 
Other side is blank. 9" x 12".
TB20814T211 — $3.35     10+  $3.14
Classroom Kit. Includes 30 
boards, 30 cone-tip markers 
(10 each of black and purple; 
5 each of red and green), 30 
washable student erasers, and 
2 storage boxes.
TB20883T211 — $139.95

Save time with free lesson plans! 
Find engaging activities that use the teacher favorites on 
these pages at NascoEducation.com/lessonplans. 

TB27029T211

TB16610T211

TB27025T211

Base 10 Sets
Gr. K-6  Provides enough materials to get you started teaching number and place value concepts. Each set comes in a storage bin. Choose between orange or 
differentiated, which features a different color for each place value. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 

Nasco Base 10/Volume Classroom Pack
Gr. K+  Conduct Base 10 and volume explorations utilizing the same kit.  
Features Base 10 subsets in orange, blue, and yellow. Each subset includes 
100 units, 50 rods, 10 flats, and 1 decimeter cube. Also includes a 1,000-cube 
set comprised of a clear liter cube, 10 units, 9 rods, and 9 flats in a storage 
box. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB17736T211 — $79.95

Foam Base 10 Blocks  Class Set
Quieter and softer than plastic or wooden manipulatives. Made from a wash-
able, durable foam material. Includes 600 units; 200 rods; 20 flats; 3 cubes; 
50 place value charts; and Building Understanding with Base 10 Blocks, Middle 
Level book, all in a storage container.
TB22334T211 — $60.95

Base 10 Elementary Set. Enough materials for 10-15 
students. Includes 300 unit cubes, 150 rods, 20 
flats, 1 decimeter cube, 50 place value charts, and 
112-page activity chart.
TB16610T211  Orange 
TB27024T211  Differentiated 
Set — $53.95

Base 10 Classroom Set. Enough materials for 20-25 
students. Includes 600 unit cubes, 200 rods, 20 
flats, 3 decimeter cubes, 50 place value charts, and 
96-page activity book.
TB16611T211  Orange  
TB27025T211  Differentiated 
Set — $80.95

Nasco Super Classroom Base 10 Set. Every manipu-
lative needed for classroom Base 10 activities. 
Includes 1,000 interlocking cubes, 250 rods, 30 
flats, 4 decimeter cubes, 100 place value charts, 
and 112-page activity book.
TB17959T211  Orange 
TB27026T211  Differentiated 
Set — $114.95

Nasco Place Value Group Set
Color-coded blocks makes it easy to compare and 
contrast the various blocks. Includes 100 yellow unit 
cubes, 50 orange ten rods, 30 blue hundred flats, 
and 4 red thousand blocks. • CHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB17461T211 — $51.95

Foam

4-Value Student Set. Gr. 1-4  Includes 100 discs (25 each of ones, tens, 
hundreds, and thousands). 
TB26858T211 — $6.95
7-Value Student Set. Gr. 1-6  Includes 175 discs (25 for each of  
7 values). 
TB24432T211 — $8.95
10-Value Student Set. Gr. 1-6  Includes 250 discs (25 for  
each of 10 values). 
TB24433T211 — $11.30
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C. Nasco Interlocking Centimeter Cubes
Each precision cube measures 1 cm on an edge, has a 
volume of 1 cm3, displaces 1 ml, and has a mass of 1 g. 
Set of 1,000. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TA02278T211 — $19.95

E. Thermometer
Large, easy-to-read markings for -20° to 50° C  
and 0° to 120° F. White polystyrene backing.  
Pkg. of 10; 61/4"L. 
TB19654T211 — $8.50

D. Classroom Lab Thermometer
Celsius scale in 1° divisions. Fahrenheit scale in  
2° divisions. Range of -30° to 110° C and -20° to 
230° F. Metal with aluminum back; 5" glass, spirit-
type tube. Pkg. of 5; 61/2"L. 
SB47135T211 — $10.50

F. Clinometer
Determine heights of trees and structures and the 
depth of valleys. Guide with formula for calculating 
height. Plastic. 
TB15983T211 — $29.95

B. Nesting Graduated Beakers Set
Unbreakable, plastic beakers with easy-to-read blue 
calibrations on the sides. Beakers nest for compact 
storage. Set of 5 includes the following sizes: 50, 
100, 250, 500, and 1,000 ml. 
TB23262T211 — $10.95

A B

D F

Nasco Student Balance
High-impact, student-proof polystyrene balance 
with zero-adjust knob, 2,000 g capacity, and  
1 g sensitivity. Two removable pans and 8-piece  
1 g to 50 g weight set. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not 
for under 3 yrs. 
SB16480T211 — $26.95

Balances and scales: Exploring weights and measures
Hands-on activities using these tools help your students dive into the concepts  

of weight, size, mass, estimating, units of measure, and more.

E

Platform Scale
Large, clear dial with metric and customary 
markings. Zero-adjustment wheel and remov-
able plastic pan. 5 kg/11 lbs.
TB15544T211  — $14.95

Compact Digital Scale
Features tare button; auto power off; large 
digital display; and mode button for g, lbs.,  
and oz. Capacity: 5,000 g/176.4 oz. Accuracy:  
1.0 g/0.1 oz. 71/2" x 71/2" with 5" dia. platform. 
TB25722T211 — $22.95

Precision Pan Balance with  
Calibration Slider and Weights
Plastic balance has 2" clear removable pans 
with graduation, calibrated pointer, calibration 
slider, and damping button. Pans hold solids or 
liquids up to 0.5 liters (2,000 g) with a +/-0.5 g 
accuracy. Set of 10 weights (1 g to 50 g) with 
case. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB23854T211 — $28.95

Digital Scale
Tare function. Dishwasher-safe bowl inverts  
for storage. Capacity: 4.4 lbs. (2 kg) in 1/8-oz.  
(1 g) increments. 
WA26488T211 — $22.95

A. Graduated Cylinder Set
Accurately measure liquids and study volume rela-
tionships. Set of 7 includes 1 each of 10, 25, 50, 100, 
250, 500, and 1,000 ml.
TB20546T211 — $19.50

Counting 
Bears on 
pg. 7

C

OHAUS® Triple-Beam Balance
Meets stringent standards of quality and performance. Patented design includes notched and tiered 
beams, magnetic dampening, and zero-adjust compensator. Two lockable connections on back lock 
to a fixed object with any cable that can be looped through back. Capacity: 610 g with 0.1 g sensitivity. 
Attachment mass set.
TB24105T211 — $155.00

Nasco Electronic Scale
Integrated weigh-below hook, 
shipping load cell lock, and  
three-button human inter-
face. Flip-top draft shield with 
integrated sample tray provides 
access to chamber through center 
opening. Remove top cover 
center opening and turn upside 
down to make it a sample tray 
“weight boat.” Weighing units: 
g and N. Stackable. Overload 
protection up to 200 lbs.  
50 hours of battery life with auto 
shut-off. Security bracket (cable 
not included) and AC adapter. 
150 g x 0.01 g readability.
SB42894T211 — $355.00

Giant Geosolids® Volume Shapes
This set of 10 plastic shapes make 
visual classroom demonstrations 
possible. Fill with water, sand, or 
rice while exploring shapes, sizes, 
and the relationships between area 
and volume. Shapes include cone, 
2 hemispheres, cube, cylinder, 
rectangular prism, hexagonal prism, 
triangular prism, square pyramid, 
and triangular pyramid. Shapes are 
approximately 6" in size. Set also 
includes a 6" base for all models and 
a teacher’s guide.
TB16963T211 — $80.95
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Judy® Clock Classroom Pack
Movable plastic hands on wooden faces are controlled by visible 
gears to show correct relationship of minute and hour concepts. 
Permanently assembled with detachable bases for storage. One clock 
with 14" face, 24 mini-clocks with 4" faces, and a teacher’s guide.
SA01098T211 — $50.95
Judy® Clock Only
S08181T211 — $21.95

Judy® Mini-Clocks Only. Set of 12.
SA01097T211 — $16.95

Student Timer
Help students master time  
with this easy-to-use classroom chronometer. 
LED characters show hours, minutes, seconds, 
and hundredths of seconds. Uses a standard 
button battery (included). Magnetic strip, spring 
clip, easel back, and hanging cord. Set of 10.
TB22458T211 — $49.95

MegaTimer™ Electronic  
Teaching Tool
LCD display with blue backlight can be 
read from back of classroom. Push a 
button to randomly pick any student or 
team. Random mode generates random 
numbers. Alarm, countdown timer, stop-
watch function for timed activities, and 
temperature function. When not in use, 
displays time and date. Hang on wall or 
use stand to place on desk. 61/2" x 91/2".
TB23484T211 — $52.95

Nasco Financial  
Literacy 9-Game Set
Gr. 3-12  Aligns to 
financial literacy 
standards and covers 
financial planning; 
risk management; 
differentiating between 
wants, needs, values, 
and goals; effects of 
economy on consumer 
decisions; effects 
of key life-cycle 
transitions; and the 
role of real estate 
planning. Set of 9 
games. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB27527T211 — $200.00

Coin Set
Set includes 768 coins total — 240 pennies, 
160 nickels, 160 dimes, 160 quarters, 32 half-
dollars, 16 Sacagawea dollars, and clear tote 
box. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB20588T211 — $24.95

Complete Set  
of 500 Bills
Includes 100 each 
of $1, $5, $10, and 
$20 bills; and 50 
each of $50 and 
$100 bills.
TB18722T211 — $9.95 

Real World Math
Over 150 pages of activities 
cover areas of personal finance 
such as budgeting, paychecks, 
credit card use, real economics, 
business, sports, and more. CD-
ROM with PDF activities that 
can be printed or used digitally 
and teacher’s guide with CCSS 
alignment, detailed descriptions 
of each activity, and answers 
with step-by-step solutions. 
TB26504T211 — $199.00

Life Skills Activity Units:  
Living in the Real World
Gr. 7+  Each activity unit is provided 
on CD in PDF format. Units include My 
Budget (18-22 class hours), My Money 
(23-27 class hours), My Paycheck (19-23 
class hours), My Place (23-27 class hours), 
Bills, Budgets, and Bank Accounts (18-22 
class hours), Shopping Smart (22-26 class 
hours), Personal Finance Trivia Time (23-27 
class hours), Buying the Basics (23-27 class 
hours), My Credit (23-27 class hours), 
My Wheels (23-27 class hours), and My 
Insurance (23-27 class hours). Set of 11 
CD-ROMs.
WA25367T211 — $255.00

Money Pouch Set
Includes 94 plastic coins (SB11969), 100 play 
bills (25 $1 bills, 20 $5 bills, 20 $10 bills, 20 $20 
bills, 5 $50 bills, 10 $100 bills), and zippered 
pouch. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB17965T211 — $7.15

Double-Sided 
Magnetic Money
Gr. K+  Helps student 
recognize money no 
matter which side of it 
is showing. Heads on 
one side and tails on 
the other. Size of coins 
is 4 times standard size. 
Flexible magnets and 
synthetic paper. Set of 
45 pieces — 9 different 
bills and 36 different 
coins and guide.
TB24939T211 — $29.95

Classroom Clock 
Gr. K+  Effective device for teaching how to read analog clocks. Geared clocks ensure correct hour and min-
ute relationships. Features a blue minute hand and red hour hand with matching font colors for clarification. 
Complete Set. Includes 1 teacher clock and 24 student clocks. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB26959T211 — $43.95
Teacher Clock. 1213/16" dia. 
TB26960T211 — $8.95

Individual Student Clock. 4" dia. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB26961T211 — $1.95

Includes 45 pieces

All-Purpose Digital Stopwatch
Lightweight and easy to oper-
ate. Hours, minutes, and seconds 
display. Calendar display, 24-hour 
stopwatch, alarm, hourly chime, 
12/24-hour mode option, 1/100th sec-
ond chronograph, split time, and 
total time. Includes battery and 
cord. Color and style may vary.
TB14784T211 — $3.50

Perfect for tests 
and games

Dual Power Timers
Dual-power functionality 
means these timers are 
always charged and ready 
to go. Power timers via 
solar panel or included 
internal battery. Time up 
or down to 99 minutes and 59 seconds. Alarm 
sounds when time has been reached. Easy-to-
use push buttons and 21/16" x 1" display. 29/16" x 
29/16" x 1/2". Internal battery cannot be accessed 
or replaced. Pkg. of 5.
TB26740T211 — $31.95

MyChron™  
Student Timers
Easy, 3-key operation 
(lap, start/stop, reset). 
Clear display (hours, 
minutes, seconds, hun-
dredths/seconds). Automatic shutoff. Magnetic 
strip, spring clip, easel back, and hanging cord. 
Clear storage box. 2"W x 2"H x 1/2" thick. Battery 
included. 
TB17781T211 Set of 6 — $49.95
TB17891T211 Set of 12 — $89.95
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TB20885T211

Nasco Double-Sided  
Coordinate Grid Dry-Erase Board
One side has printed coordinate grid  
(x- and y-axes). Other side is blank.
9" x 12"
TB20885T211  Classroom Kit — $137.95
TB20815T211  Each — $3.50     10+  $3.28
111/2" x 151/2"
TB22067T211  Classroom Kit — $210.50
TB22066T211  Each — $4.95     10+  $4.78

Nasco Double-Sided Centimeter  
Grid Dry-Erase Board
One side has printed centimeter grid.  
Other side is blank.
9" x 12"
TB20818T211  Classroom Kit — $137.95
TB20816T211  Each  — $3.50      10+  $3.28
111/2" x 151/2"
TB22065T211  Classroom Kit — $210.50
TB22064T211  Each — $4.95     10+  $4.78

Nasco Double-Sided  
Inch Grid Dry-Erase Board
One side has printed 10" x 14" grid.  
Other side is blank. 111/2" x 151/2".
TB22069T211  Classroom Kit — $210.50
TB22068T211  Each — $4.95     10+  $4.78

Nasco Dry-Erase Markers
Long-lasting, ultra low-odor, cone-tip dry-erase markers. Set of 5 (one each 
of red, black, purple, green and blue).
TB20112T211 — $3.95
Box of 30 Markers. Order by the box and save.
TB21490T211  Blue TB21491T211  Purple TB21488T211  Black
Box — $19.95
Box of 150 Markers. 30 markers each of 5 colors.
TB21493T211 — $99.95 

Mini Eraser
Perfect for student-sized dry-erase boards. 21/4" x 3".
TB18824T211 — $0.75     10+  $0.70

Magnetic Double-Sided  
Dry-Erase Boards
9" x 12" whiteboard doubles as a  
magnetic slate. 
1506809T211  Set of 12 — $58.95 
1501604T211 Individual board — $5.25

Nasco Single-Sided Unlined Dry-Erase  
Math Board Classroom Kit
30 dry-erase, single-sided boards (9" x 12");  
30 cone-tip markers (10 each of 3 colors);  
30 washable student erasers; and 2  
storage boxes.
TB20267T211 — $109.95

TB18431T211  Individual 9" x 12" board — $2.70      
10+  $2.46
SB36895T211 Individual 12" x 18" board — $4.95

NA10409T211NA10408T211

GE

A. TI-83 Plus Graphing Calculator
All the functionality of the TI-83 enhanced with 
Flash™ technology, for electronic upgrading, 
applications, and 6 times more memory. Functions 
for algebra through calculus, plus statistics and 
finance. Equation solver editor solves for differ-
ent variables interactively. Applications can be 
installed to customize for classroom needs. Works 
with CBL™ System and CBR™ for analysis of 
real-world data. Link cable (included) allows data 
sharing with another TI-83 Plus, TI-82, or TI-83. 
Seven different graphing styles feature different 
thickness of lines. Slide-on hard case. 
NA10404T211 — $119.95
Teacher Kit. 10 TI-83 Plus calculators.
NA10405T211 — $1,199.95

B. TI-84 Plus Graphing Calculator
Graphing calculator with more memory and speed to 
hold applications and data. Connectivity to existing TI 
ViewScreen™ panel and TI-Presenter™ video inter-
face, allowing students to show work to the entire class. 
Built-in USB port with cable (included). Preloaded 
handheld software applications (including Cabri® Jr., 
Geometry App, Science Tools App, and many more). 
High-contrast display. Fully compatible with CBR™, 
CBL™, and CBL2™ data collection systems. TI key-
board. TI-Navigator™ Classroom Learning System. 
NA10406T211 — $129.95
EZ Spot Teacher Kit. 10 TI-84 Plus EZ Spot  
calculators.
NA10407T211 — $1,295.95

C. TI-30XS MultiView™ Scientific Calculator
Advanced scientific calculator with four-line display.  
“Mathprint” entry and output mode for viewing 
calculations in math notation. “Classic” mode for 
similar entry and compatibility with two-line scientific 
calculators. Conversion of angles from degrees to 
radians to grads. 
NA10400T211 — $16.95
EZ Spot Teacher Kit. 10 EZ Spot yellow calculators, 
poster, and transparency.
NA10401T211 — $159.95

D. TI-30Xa Scientific Calculator
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide fractions entered in 
traditional numerator/denominator format. 
TB22048T211 — $14.95     10+  $14.07

E. TI-84 Plus CE Graphing Calculator
Enhanced 213/16" screen features a high-resolution 
backlit display. USB port for computer connectivity. 
Calculate real and complex numbers to 14-digit  
accuracy. Capable of matrix operations, list-based 
one- and two-variable statistical analysis, statistical 
plot definitions for multiple types of plots, advanced 
statistics features like hypothesis-testing functions,  
and business functions such as time value of money. 
Connectivity cable to allow information to be trans-
ferred, printed, and stored.
NA10408T211 — $154.95
TI-84 Plus CE with Python EZ Spot Teacher Pack. 10 EZ 
Spot units and rechargeable batteries, 5 USB cables,  
5 unit-to-unit cables, TI charging station CE, and poster.
NA10409T211 — $1,650.95

G. TI-108 Solar Calculator
Dual solar and battery operation works in well-lit 
areas using the solar cell and in other light settings 
using battery. Color-coded keyboard with hard 
plastic keys. Percent key helps figure tips, taxes, and 
discounts. Change sign (+/−) key allows entry of 
negative numbers. Protective slide case.
TB14985T211 — $6.25
Teacher Kit. 10 TI-108 solar calculators, 1 poster,  
1 transparency, teacher’s guide on CD, and  
carrying case.
TB17145T211 — $55.95
Classroom Set. 30 TI-108 solar calculators, 3 post-
ers, 3 teacher’s guides on CD, and 3 cardboard 
storage boxes.
TB17146T211 — $169.50

F. TI-30X IIS Calculator
Two-line display lets you see entry and calculated 
result at the same time. Edit current entry. Menus 
with functions and mode setting. Five-variable memo-
ries. One- and two-variable statistics include results 
for linear regression and trend line analysis. Enter/
delete/insert/edit individual statistical data elements. 
Trigonometric functions in degrees and radians. 
Common and natural logarithms. Fractions and 
fraction/decimal conversions. Degrees, minutes, sec-
onds/decimal degrees conversions. Solar powered. 
TB18506T211 — $20.00
Teacher Kit. Includes 10 calculators, a poster,  
teacher’s guide, and carrying case.
TB18507T211 — $150.00

TB20816T211

TB20815T211

Dry-Erase Side-Loading Pouches Classroom Kit
Insert pages of activities, open-ended problem solving, or discussions on 
assessments. Complete work using dry-erase markers, then wipe away the 
mark with an eraser and reuse. Includes 30 black dry erase markers, 30 side-
loading pouches, 30 EZ Erasers, and storage container.
1507297T211 — $94.95
TB25749T211  Side-loading pouch only — $1.95     10+  $1.80

TB22068T211

TB20267T211

Individual Student  
Dry Erase Board Kit
Low-tech solution for high-tech 
learning. Give each student one of 
these dry-erase board kits for use at 
home during distance learning or in 
the classroom. Perfect for working 
out a math problem or recording an 
answer to show to the teacher via 
a Zoom class. Kit includes 9" x 12" 
dry erase board, dry erase marker 
(black), mini eraser, and zippered 
plastic bag.
NE30026T211  — $3.95

F

Connect with us on Facebook   facebook.com/nascoeducation

Dry-Erase Top-Loading Pouches Classroom Kit
Clear sleeve works like a slate, but is lighter and more versatile. Templates, 
lesson materials, or blank paper can be inserted in the sleeve. Record responses 
with dry-erase markers, then erase with the EZ Eraser. Pouches measure 10" x 
13". Includes 30 dry-erase top-loading pouches, 30 black markers, 30 EZ Eras-
ers and storage container.
TB24112T211 — $94.95
TB24092T211 Top-loading pouch only — $1.95     10+  $1.80 

Top load
Side load
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B. Triman Safe Drawing Compass 
A 4-in-1 drawing tool. Draws circles and straight lines. Construct, copy, and read angles. Measure in inches 
and cm. Create geometric patterns and design. Draw circle by placing finger on disc, then using pen or 
pencil in locating holes in cursor. 53/4"L with a 41/2" measuring scale. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB18885T211 — $1.50     10+  $1.43 

A. Nasco 5-in-1 Compass Geometry Set
5-in-1 compass (movable circle, 360° protractor, 4" ruler, and 10 cm ruler), 180° protractor, and 2 triangles 
(45° and 60°). • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB27548T211 — $4.20     3+  $3.75
TB27549T211 Compass only — $1.45     10+  $1.30

6" Professional Protractor
Open center with accurate, 6" ruler and clearly 
printed calibrations.
TB02088T211 — $0.26     12+  $0.21

Clearview 12" Flexible Rulers
Measure curved surfaces by twisting and 
bending the ruler. Retains shape. Inch and 
metric calibrations. Flexible, shatter-resistant 
plastic. Pkg. of 12 with 2 each of 6 colors.
TB23368T211 — $8.95

Clearview Ruler
Shatterproof plastic. Inch and metric  
calibrations. 
TB23369T211  12" — $0.50     10+  $0.44
TB23605T211  6"  — $0.29     10+  $0.23
Pkg. of 12. 12" ruler with 1/16" scale. Includes  
2 each of 6 colors. 
TB23603T211 — $4.95

Metersticks with Plain Ends
Hardwood, clear varnished, with black 
markings. One side scaled in mm with cm 
and dm numbered. Reverse side graduated 
in inches with 1/8" divisions.
TB24794T211 — $2.45     12+  $2.09

TB23603T211

BA

TB23605T211

4" Solid Protractor
Two rings of degree measurements numbered 
every 10° with single-degree markings in between. 
TB24004T211 — $0.25     12+  $0.21

Maped®  
Study Compass
Works with all standard 
pens and pencils. All-
metal legs. Ergonomic 
head. 31/2" pencil. 5"L. 
TB25518T211 — $2.00     
10+  $1.86

Helix®  
Bow Compass
Spring bow head 
and center wheel 
for precision setting. 
Draw circles up to 
6" dia. All metal 
and die cast. 
Lead refill.
TB23908T211 — $5.95     
10+  $5.69

Plastic Compass
Plastic with short 
safety tip. Assorted 
colors (no choice). 
Pencil included. 5"L.
TB18249T211 — $0.95     
10+  $0.89

For a complete selection of products, go to
NascoEducation.com

Spacious Ruler Box
Store rulers, pencils, markers, and more. 
Translucent plastic. 123/8" x 55/8" x 21/2". 
Plastic. Assorted colors (no choice). 
9725478T211 — $3.50     12+  $2.80

 Safe Drawing Compass
All-in-one ruler, protractor, and 
compass. Ruler in inches and 
centimeters. Place finger on disc, 
then use pen or pencil in locating 
hole to draw a circle.
TB18421T211 — $1.10     10+  $1.05 

Class Pack. 40 compasses in zipper vinyl bag.
TB18478T211 — $40.95

Geometry starts here: Compasses and protractors
Arcs, angles, symmetry, tangents, polygons ... it all begins with a line on piece of paper.  

Help students discover the magic in these ancient tools. 

Circle Master Compass
Aluminum. Draws circles 
from 0" to 8". Three-
disk design holds pencil 
and stylus. Clips onto a 
three-ring binder. Can 
be hooked in tandem for 
larger circles. Assorted 
colors (no choice).
TB20270T211 — $3.25     
10+  $2.91 
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Classroom Geoboard Set
Includes 30 double-sided (5") 
geoboards (one side is a 5 x 5 grid, 
other side is a circular pattern), 7" 
transparent square geoboards, 
transparent geoboard with 24-pin 
circular configuration, 250 geobands 
in assorted sizes, teacher’s guide, 
and a storage container. Colors may 
vary, no choice.
TB16569T211 — $48.95
TB16340T211 Geoboard Only — $1.40      
10+  $1.31     30+  $1.14

Patty Papers
Heavyweight paper. Box of 
1,000, 51/2" x 51/2" sheets.
TB17067T211 — $8.95

Math Graffiti Word Wall Posters — Geometry Part 1
Gr. 5-12  Each 11" x 17" cardstock poster includes a word with its 
definition contained within the image. Spanish translations are in 
bottom right-hand corner of each poster. 48 posters.
TB24646T211 — $74.95

Reinforce concepts with 
cards specially designed 
to work with Geo Stix

Magnetic Polydron Individual Student Set
Gr. PreK+  Perfect for students to take home during distance learning or for in-
class use when sharing materials isn’t possible, this kit contains 14 total pieces to 
demonstrate polarity and allow 2-D and 3-D construction. With 6 squares and 
8 triangles, students will be able to construct a cube, triangular prism, pyramid, 
cuboctahedron, and many other geometric shapes.
TB27686T211 — $24.95

Polydron Individual Student Set
Gr. PreK+  Use for in-class learning where sharing is not allowed or for take-home use dur-
ing distance learning. Each set includes 26 total pieces, 6 squares and 20 triangles, enough 
to demonstrate a huge variety of math and construction principles. Also aids in motor skills 
and color recognition.
TB27685T211 — $8.95

Magna-Tiles® Clear Colors Sets
Gr. PreK+  Create designs on a flat surface or build in  
3-D using magnetic tiles. Develops patterning, shape recog-
nition, building, and motor skills. Includes idea guide.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB40368T211  Set of 32 — $51.95
EL10664T211 Set of 100 — $128.95 Lénárt Sphere™ Basic Set

Gr. 6+  Allows hands-on investigations into 
spherical geometry with the ease and preci-
sion of geometric investigations on a plane. 
8" transparent Lénárt Sphere™, torus base, 
4 hemispherical transparencies, other needed 
components, and instruction booklet with intro-
ductory activities. 
TB17512T211 — $114.95

Dissectible Sphere
Mathematically 
break down a 
sphere to show-
case the diameter, 
radius, circumfer-
ence, and spherical 
cap. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for 
under 3 yrs.
TB27331T211 — $12.95

Foam  
Geometric Solids
Set of 6 dense foam  
shapes. Largest piece:  
23/4" x 23/4" x 51/2".  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.
TB18604T211  Colors — $13.95
9725407T211  White — $20.25

TB27685T211 TB27686T211

Foam

Nasco Geo Stix and Activity Cards Sets
Gr. K-8  Study the heights of polygons, calculate areas, find center 
points, and more. Hands-on manipulatives come in eight lengths 
(each a different color) for building angles and polygons of various 
sizes. Snap two or more Geo Stix onto one of the 4" protractors to 
calculate angle measurement. 3" x 5" double-sided cards direct stu-
dents to make some sort of geometric shape with their Geo Stix. Back 
side contains either the answer (Gr. K-2), a hint (Gr. 3-5), or further 
directions (Gr. 6-8). Answer key and reproducible worksheet come 
with Gr. 3-5 and Gr. 6-8. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Classroom Set. Includes 1 card set each for Gr. K-2, Gr. 3-5, and  
Gr. 6-8; 10 sets of Geo Stix (80 Geo Stix and 2 protractors per set); 
and plastic storage container.  
TB27053T211 — $104.95 
Class Set. 10 individual sets of Geo Stix and storage container.
TB26482T211 — $65.95

Individual Set. 80 Geo Stix (8 each of red, brown, 
blue, and yellow; 12 each of dark green, purple, 
orange, and light green) and 2 protractors.
TB25457T211 — $7.50     6+  $6.83

X-Y Coordinate Geoboard Set
91/2" x 91/2" boards with 15 x 15 grid have 
sliding axes for illustrating numbers from 
-14 to 14 on both x- and y-axes. Model 
points, line segments, functions, and conic 
sections with pegs and rubber bands. 30 
x-y coordinate geoboards and 2 bags of 
geobands (250 geobands per bag) in 
storage container. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not 
for under 3 yrs. 
TB25306T211 — $139.95

X-Y Coordinate Geoboard Only. 91/2" x 91/2" board, pegs, and geobands. 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB24598T211 — $5.55     10+  $5.36     30+  $5.30

Plastic Square Color Tiles
Flat, rectangular shape for building vertical, 
horizontal, or rectangular patterns. Set of 400 
plastic 1" tiles in 4 colors in plastic storage bucket. 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB15157T211 — $14.95
Bulk Square Color Tiles. Set of 2,000 color  
tiles (1" each) in plastic storage container with 
teacher’s guide. • CHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB21925T211 — $70.85

Folding 
GeoShapes Set
Transpar-
ent geometric 
teaching tools 
include 4" Folding 
GeoShapes and 
Transparent Fold-
ing GeoShapes 
(below). • CHOK-
ING HAZARD (1). Not 
for under 3 yrs. 
TB24127T211 — $35.95 
4" Folding GeoShapes. 11 transparent 3-D GeoShapes and 
11 corresponding 2-D folding nets. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not 
for under 3 yrs. 
TB23863T211 — $31.95
Transparent Folding GeoShapes. 11 transparent GeoShapes 
in both 2-D and 3-D forms. 
TB24126T211 — $8.95
GeoShapes Nets Only. 11 folding nets in 6 colors. • CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB24217T211 — $15.25
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Economy Graph Paper
1/4" white graph paper with 1/4" blue grid lines.  
81/2" x 11". Pkg. of 500 sheets.
9719089T211 — $9.95     4+  $8.98

X- & Y-Axes Sticky Pads
Gr. 6+  Pre-drawn 3" x 3" coordinate plane 
graphs. Pack of 4; 100 sheets.
TB22206T211 — $12.95

Dry-Erase Graph Magnets
Write-n-wipe, four-quadrant grids stick to 
any magnetic surface. 1" squares. For use with 
dry-erase markers. 23"W x 24"H. 
Accentuated. Bold X-Y axis.
TB27237T211 — $33.95
Numbered. 20 x 20 squares. Numbered from 
-11 to 11.
TB27240T211 — $32.95

TB27237T211

Jumbo Magnetic  
XY Board
Gr. 6+  Use each of the 
four quadrant pieces 
alone or assemble 
them to form a large 
coordinate grid. For use 
with dry-erase markers. 
Includes magnetic foam 
counters.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not 
for under 3 yrs.
TB27560T211 — $29.95

• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

TB27561T211

TB27566T211

Graphing Dry-Erase Magnets
Large enough for the whole class to see. Great for 
magnetic whiteboards or chalkboards. 41" x 41".
TB27621T211  Unit Circle
TB27622T211  2" Squares
TB27624T211  X- and Y-Axes, 1" Squares
Each — $69.95

TB27622T211 TB27624T211

Grid Rolls
34" x 200' tablet paper roll 
of ruled paper. 
9712671T211  1" grid
9712672T211  1/2" grid
Each — $30.95

Graph Paper
Red line grid printed on both sides. Three-
hole punched. 500 sheets, 81/2" x 11". 
3-quadrant, 1/8" squares/half blank.
TB25849T211 — $19.95

Nasco Graph Paper
1 cm squares. 100 sheets; 81/2" x 11".
TB25325T211 — $7.95

Student Graph Paper Book
1/5" graph paper with 5 squares per inch.  
Sewn and tape bound. Hardcover.  
100 sheets; 93/4" x 71/2".
TB26255T211 — $1.95     10+  $1.88

Easy Cling Graphs
Dry-erase film sticks to smooth, nonporous surfaces. No adhesive or 
residue. 24" x 24". 
TB27561T211  Coordinate Plane with X- and Y-Axes, 1" Squares
TB27566T211  Numbered X- and Y-Axes, 1" Squares
Each — $28.95

Post-It® Easel Pad
Adhesive-backed sheets stick safely to most wall 
surfaces. Resists bleed through. 1" square faint 
blue grid. Pack of 30 sheets; 25" x 30".
TB21409T211 — $32.95
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Nasco Algebraic Bossé Tiles
Gr. 6-12  Translucent Algebra 
Tiles™ represent the different ele-
ments of an algebraic equation for 
a hands-on connection to algebraic 
concepts. Books provide a variety of 
practice problems and information 
about using the Bossé Tiles to find 
and double-check answers. • CHOK-
ING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Bossé Tiles X and Y Class Set.  
Gr. 6-12  Includes 4 sets of x and 
y Bossé Tiles, Algebraic Bossé Tiles 
Activity Book I for Pre-Algebra and 
Algebra I, teacher’s guide, and stor-
age container. 
TB24441T211 — $63.95 

X, Y, and Z Bossé Tiles Only. Includes 
x and y Bossé Tiles and z Bossé Tiles 
at right, for a total of 340 pieces.
TB24570T211 — $27.95

A. Alge-Tiles™
Gr. 6-12  Use rectangles and squares of different sizes 
and colors to explore integers, equations, ratios, and 
algebraic expressions. 15 sets of “x” tiles (43 pieces in 
each set), 15 sets of “y” tiles (25 pieces in each set),  
15 student organizers, and 130-page teacher’s black-
line resource binder, all in a storage tub. 
TB18594T211 — $175.95

B. Nasco Complete Algebra Tiles™ Classroom Kit
Gr. 8+  30 Algebra Tiles™ student sets (each 
set includes a 35-piece, two-color set of Algebra 
Tiles™), 70-piece transparent set of Algebra 
Tiles™, instructional booklet, and plastic storage 
tub. For up to 30 students. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not 
for under 3 yrs.
TB17249T211 — $79.95

A B

D

C. Nasco Quad-Factors Game
Gr. 7+  Improve factoring of quadratic equations 
and binomial expansions. Find the right answers 
in 30 seconds to earn points. Play between 
teams or individuals. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for 
under 3 yrs.
TB23798T211 — $19.95

D. Nasco I Have... Who Has... Algebra Game
Gr. 6+  Help students become comfortable 
and confident using mental math to solve for x 
in one-step and two-step equations. Includes 2 
decks of cards, 30 cards each. 
TB23723T211 — $9.95

TB24441T211

Math Graffiti Word Wall Posters
Gr. 5-12  Each 11" x 17" card stock poster includes 
a word with its definition contained within the 
image. Spanish translations are in bottom right-
hand corner of each poster.
TB24650T211  Pre-Algebra (55 posters)
TB24649T211  Algebra 1: Part 1 (54 posters)
TB24648T211  Algebra 1: Part 2 (50 posters)
TB24647T211  Algebra 2: Part 1 (50 posters)
TB25813T211  Algebra 2: Part 2 (53 posters)
Set — $74.95

TB24647T211

TB24650T211

TB25813T211

TB24649T211 TB24648T211

Hands-On Equations® Learning Systems 
Hands-on, concrete approach to algebraic linear 
equations uses game pieces to physically “set up” 
and solve given algebraic equation. Makes significant 
algebraic concepts accessible to students in grade 4 
and up, including students with learning disabilities. 
Three levels.
Individual Student Set. For 1 student. Manuals for 3 
levels, worksheets, answer key, and packet of game 
pieces with flat laminated balance.
TB15343T211 — $37.95
10-Student Class Set. Hands-On Equations® Learn-
ing System above, 10 student kits, teacher’s demon-
stration balance, demonstration game pieces, and 
worksheet reproduction rights.
TB15344T211 — $154.95
TB15426T211  20-Student Class Set — $209.95
TB15427T211  30-Student Class Set— $263.75
TB16547T211  40-Student Class Set — $316.95

TB15344T211

The Algebra Game Set
Gr. 6+  Cards display graphs, equations, 
coordinate pairs, and other specific informa-
tion that, when used together, support the 
notation of an equation. Each set includes a 
comprehensive teacher’s guide, discussion 
questions, and reproducible activities. For 
up to 12 students working together. Aligned 
to the CCSS. Includes 1 card set each of 
Quadratic Equations: Basic (TB26776), 
Trig Functions (TB26778), Conic Sections 
(TB26779), and Linear Graphs (TB26780).
TB26861T211 — $175.95

C
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Storage Bag

Math Game Set — Level 1
Gr. K+  Games reinforce essential math skills in a fun manner. Set of 7 
games in a storage container. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB25352T211 — $157.95

Quizmo® Math Game Series
Quizmo® allows for multiple difficulty levels while providing practice and reinforce-
ment of key elementary math skills. Each set comes with 6 Quizmo® games and a 
game rack. Games include 36 double-sided game cards, calling cards that double 
as flash cards, and plastic markers. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Elementary Math Game Series. Gr. 1-3  Addition & Subtraction, Multiplication & 
Division, Tell Time, Money, Place Value, and Numbers.
TB22729T211 — $105.95
Advanced Elementary Math Game Series. Gr. 4+  Fractions & Decimals, Math 
Vocabulary, Geometry, Place Value, Integers Multiplication & Division, and Inte-
gers Addition & Subtraction.
TB23678T211 — $104.95

TB22729T211 TB23678T211

Beginner Math  
Game Set
Gr. K+ Give students 
practice with basic 
math concepts while 
having fun. Set of 7 in 
a storage container. 
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.
TB27600T211 — $134.95

24® Game Single Digits & Double Digits
Gr. 4+  96 cards; 192 card combinations. 3 levels of challenge.
TB15361T211  Single Digits
TB17745T211  Double Digits
Each — $21.95

Connect Four®
Gr. K+  Five games in one — four variations plus the original Con-
nect Four® game. Lockable grid, top locking mechanism, game 
base (doubles as a carrying handle), 21 yellow checkers, 21 red 
checkers, 2 scoring slides, 2 cardboard sliders, and instructions. For 
2 players.
SB19383T211 — $17.25

Shape By Shape®
Gr. 3+  Puzzle shapes have similar geometry to tangram pieces 
and offer a great introduction to conceptual thinking and spatial 
relationships. 60 Mind Challenge Cards™ with hints and solutions, 
14 pattern pieces, and game tray. For 1 player. 
TB17755T211 — $13.95

Tower of Hanoi
Gr. 2+  A game requiring logic, dexterity, and determination. 
Rebuild the tower moving only one piece at a time (a larger piece 
may never be put on top of a smaller piece). Includes 7 pieces and 
61/4" x 3" base. Duration of play: 20-30 minutes. • CHOKING HAZARD 
(6). Not for under 3 years. 
TB18075T211 — $11.95

Blokus®
Gr. K+  Players take turns 
placing pieces of their 
chosen color on the board. 
Each new piece must touch 
at least one other piece of 
the same color – but only at 
the corners.
TB21359T211 — $25.95

Chess/Checkers/
Backgammon
Gr. 2+  Set of 3 classic games 
of strategy. Double-faced 
board. Checkers, chessmen,  
2 dice. For 2 players
SB19387T211 — $8.95

Möbi 
Gr. 1+  Improves arithmetic, cooperative play, visual processing, 
sequential thought, and more. Try to use all of your tiles by connecting 
them with math equations in a crossword-style grid. Whale-shaped 
storage bag. For 1-6 players. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs. 
TB26896T211 — $19.99

NE30120T211

NE30121T211
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Middle School Math Game Kit
Gr. 6-8  Students will enjoy improving their math skills while playing 
games. Set of 9 games in a storage container. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.
TB25358T211 — $197.95

Go Figure! Games
Students practice fluency facts as they take turns building equations. The first player 
begins by creating an equation with the cards from their hand. Play continues as 
other players create new equations with their cards. Use all your cards to win. 
Go Figure! Basic. Gr. 1-5 . Includes 50 number cards, 5 operations cards (+, -, x, ÷, =) 
and 2 wild cards. 
NE30120T211 — $9.95
Go Figure! Advanced. Gr. 3-10 . Includes fractions, integers, variables, squares and 
square root cards. Includes 107 cards. 
NE30121T211 — $14.95
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Why Smart Starts Were Created
• First used to help students retain knowledge over summer 

break, now they’re also good for distance or blended 
learning requirements

• Introduce upcoming and more complex concepts
• Provide fun learning activities in math, reading, writing, 

science, and social studies

Benefits of Smart Starts
• Engage parents and students together
• Provide hands-on, cross-curricular activities
• Reinforce skills previously taught and introduce new skills
• Give parents a “script” to ensure they are asking the  

best questions
• Ask evidence-based questions
• Provide full texts rather than small, isolated excerpts 

(allow students to get to know and analyze characters, 
setting, problem/solution more in-depth)

• Aligned to the Common Core Standards

Great choice for in-class, at-home, or hybrid 
learning— with help for parents, too!

tarts
mart

tartsmart
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creatED® Writing STEAM for 21st Century Learning  
Family Engagement Kits
Explore the ways Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math come 
together. Combines curriculum-connected projects with a step-by-step par-
ent guide. Includes supplies to create STEAM projects at home.
Imagine the Future.  Gr. PreK-2  Design a game or create a book. 
9742830T211 — $32.95
Design Challenges.  Gr. 3-5  Use the idea design-thinking process to design a 
vehicle or create a game. 
9742831T211 — $35.95
Collaborative Careers . Gr. 6-8  Examine the characteristics of STEAM pro-
fessionals and research the path to take from interest to career. 
9742832T211 — $38.95

creatED® Moved by Math Family Engagement Kits 
Combines curriculum-connected projects with a step-by-step parent guide. 
Includes supplies to create math projects at home. 
Count on Math. Gr. PreK-2  Explore new ways of counting and how to find 
math in everyday life. Create math songs, say math sentences, and use 
drawing to solve math problem. 
9742824T211 — $32.95
Math Everywhere. Gr. 3-5  Draft sketches into art filled with multiplication, 
design a scavenger hunt to play with math and nutrition ideas. 
9742825T211 — $35.95
Unplugged Coding. Gr. 6-8  Create visual directions to move characters 
according to the code, research hieroglyphics and create a visual story. 
9742826T211 — $38.95

Grade 1-2

Grade 3-4

Grade 2-3

Grade 4-5

Start assessing and addressing  
learning gaps in real time

Named Google’s Annual Game 
Changer Award in 2016, 
Knowledgehook works in 

classrooms, online, or in blended 
learning environments.

Give each teacher the tools to 
identify individual student progress 
and adjust coursework on the fly to 

create better understanding. 

Provide a highly engaging platform 
that dramatically increases student 

engagement while producing 
measurable results. 

Get your FREE trial at  
NascoEducation.com/knowledgehook 

or schedule a demo by emailing  
solutions@NascoEducation.com

INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM FOR MATH

Want to learn more?
What’s included? 
Each Classroom License covers up to 35 students in grades 1-10  
and includes:
• Instructional guidance system (to implement formative assessment)
• All basic features (GameShow™, Missions™, paper mode)
• Access to real-time instructional support (gap closing and  

remediation strategies)
• Teacher-class dashboard
• Access to PLC organization tool
• Impact challenge for teachers

NZ10434T211 Classroom License for Up To 35 Students – $179.00

Help every child succeed in math
The Knowledgehook digital instructional guidance system dramatically 
increases student engagement while producing measurable results for 
teachers and parents. It works alongside your current math curriculum, 
and is a powerful tool for both in-person or online learning.
Perform lively whole-class assessments
You can run a live GameShow™ that includes collaborative activities  
that foster discussions, show student thinking, identify and diagnose 
issues, and allow for quick and concise review.

Customize individual student assessments
Let students work at their own pace using Missions™ — customizable, 
self-paced activities that serve as a diagnostic tool, homework task, 
consolidation, and review.
Get the right professional development delivered
The system unlocks insights from students’ assessments to provide  
just-in-time PD workshops that are focused on immediate class needs. 
District leaders can also use Knowledgehook to make evidence-based 
investments on building teacher capacity.

“I get a message that says who needs help and what exactly 
I need to do to help them. That very detailed, small-group, 
targeted instruction saves me time.”

 – Tracy Armstrong,  
Greater Essex County District School Board

Smart Start Kits 
Keep skills sharp through the summer break. Each kit reviews  
what the student learned the previous year and takes them  
into what they will be learning the next year. Detailed parent  
guide gives simple instructions to help work through each  
activity. Supports core curriculum and standards. Includes  
calendar, high-interest readers, math manipulatives, and  
30 days of easy-to-follow activities involving literacy and  
math. Each backpack kit contains manipulatives and  
supplies needed for lessons, books, parent lesson book,  
student workbook, and calendar of activities.  
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB27439T211  Grade 1-2  — $80.95
TB27440T211  Grade 2-3    — $80.95
TB27454T211 Grade 3-4    — $109.95
TB27523T211  Grade 4-5   — $80.95

For full component listings, visit NascoEducation.com
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Look for this icon throughout these pages  
to find more no-share supplies.Catalog No. 2127

More learning,  
less germs 

Ensure each student has their own set of learning 
supplies and lesson guidance for over 60 different 
activities with the Junior Individual Learning Math Kit 
(p. 3). Not only will you help cut down on the spread of 
germs, you’ll save yourself a lot of prep time and make 
sure learning can take place anywhere.

NE30017T211

Scan the code or visit  
NascoEducation.com to browse  

more math supplies and resources.
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